PAYGLOBE @Il Salone dei Pagamenti 2017
PAYGLOBE is the solution to efficiently manage global payments end to end, from
physical, mobile and virtual POS terminals, to the integration of loyalty and CRM,
through a multi-acquiring system. A simple and secure architecture which offers all
the innovation needed for the "payvolution".
Milan, November 22nd, 2017 - PayGlobe, a company specializing in innovative, flexible and
customized payment management services, is sponsor at Il Salone dei Pagamenti 2017, the 3 days
key event of the Italian Payment Industry opening today at the Milan MiCo.
PayGlobe is a spinoff of Content Interface, funded by Owl, the holding controlling TAS Group,
following their strategic design to extend the offering portfolio with a full-line (physical, mobile, and
virtual POS) granting merchants and banks the most modern, secure and simple payment
management solution.
Through the collaboration with Paytipper – an Italian Payment Institution - already customer and,
at the same time, partner of TAS Group for the card payment acceptance infrastructure, PayGlobe
can offer its customers a comprehensive integrated supply chain with all necessary service
components, starting from the selection of the POS terminal, through integration with cashier
systems and interconnection with one or more national and international acquirers, for a wider and
more convenient choice.
PayGlobe, therefore, could not miss the opportunity to present itself at Il Salone dei Pagamenti
2017, an event whose goal is entirely in line with the company's mission, namely the push to drive
the “payvolution”, focusing on integrating digital technologies, trade and marketing , between
banks, entrepreneurs, Fintechs, Public Administration and professionals who believe in the strength
of innovation.
The PayGlobe offer will be showcased to visitors at Tas Group booth L04. TAS cashless 3.0 ™ platform
is the technological enabler at the basis of PayGlobe's propositions, providing merchants with all
the innovation they need, in addition to compliancy with the highest security standards required by
the market in accordance with P2PE - PCI Security Standard.
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